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Lab 1 - Using Horizon (OpenStack Dashboard)
In this lab, we will use Horizon, OpenStack Web-based user interface, to explore
OpenStack facilities and perform some regular management tasks. The Horizon Web
application is deployed on the Apache Web server and you access it using your browser.
We will use the DevStack scripting kit to launch and initialize OpenStack services.
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The technology stack used in this lab is shown below.
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Figure 1. Technology stack
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Interaction between different parts of the system, as you progress through the lab, are
shown in the picture below.

Figure 2. Systems collaboration diagram
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Part 1 - Setting up the Run-time Environment
Before starting this lab, check if the VMware player is launched and that the
OpenStackCloudLabVM virtual machine hosted in it is started as well.
If the VMware player is not started, click on the short-cut on the desktop

or select the VMware player link from the Start menu.
If the OpenStackCloudLabVM virtual machine is not started, launch it from the
VMware Player by clicking on its link
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Also, make sure there is no other virtual machine instances running on your computer as
it may severely slow down the execution of this lab.
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Part 2 - Getting to Horizon
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Before your can start using Horizon, you will need to deploy the OpenStack environment
in your Lab Server hosted in the OpenStackCloudLabVM virtual machine.
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__1. If it is not open, the using the VMware player, login into the Lab Server by entering
wasadmin for the Password and pressing ENTER.

You are presented with the Ubuntu desktop on the CloudLabHost Lab Server.
__2. Double-click the terminal icon on the left hand taskbar to launch a Terminal
window.
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Actually, when on the standard Ubuntu desktop, you need to only single click to activate
applications. In this case, we added a second click as the first one was used by the
VMware player to activate the user input inside the virtual machine.
__3. In the Terminal window, navigate to the devstack folder by typing
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cd devstack
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Note: In Ubuntu (as in many other operating systems and shells), when working in
command line mode, you may not need to type the whole path, just the beginning of it
and use the Tab key to expand it to a known path (sort of command-line auto-completion
technique). So in the above case, you could have typed just 'dev' and the Tab key will
complete the rest of the directory path for you.
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__4. Enter command:
./stack.sh

This is the DevStack script that will launch and initialize OpenStack services.
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In the terminal window, you will see the progress of OpenStack initialization. Horizon is
being setup as well. When initialization is completed, at the bottom of the screen you
will see the URL to access Horizon (your URL details may differ). This may take some
minutes.

Write down the Horizon URL and your host IP address listed in the screen.
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Keep the terminal window open.
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__5. Press ENTER to get to the system prompt.
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__6. Open the Firefox browser by clicking the Firefox icon on the left navigation bar and
enter the Horizon URL.
You will see the login page of Horizon (a.k.a. OpenStack Dashboard).
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__8. Click Sign In. (Do not save the password)
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__7. For the User Name, enter admin and for the Password, enter cloud
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Now your are in the Horizon Admin console. At the moment, you do not have any virtual
instances running in your OpenStack environment. We will create one in a moment. But
first let's navigate through the Dashboard's System Panel and familiarize ourselves with
the environment. Let's check what services DevStack started.
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__9. In the Admin tab, click Services.
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You are presented with the Services screen that shows which infrastructure services are
currently running on your cloud system.
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The screen lists the started services and in the first column it shows the code name of the
related service (e.g. nova is the code name for the compute service). For our purposes,
we are interested in the fact that the nova, glance and identity services are running; s3 and
ec2 are API services modeled after Amazon API for accessing core OpenStack services.
Now, let's check virtual machine templates (called flavors) that help accurately provision
cloud resources and help with scaling up of your application.
__10. In the Admin tab, click Flavors.
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You will see a list of VM templates that are used to create virtual instances with
corresponding attributes. In our lab, we will use the m1.tiny flavor (with ID 1) - the most
economical one with 512 MB of required RAM and 1 virtual CPU.
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Now, let's see what operating system images we have in our OpenStack image repository.
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__11. In the Admin tab, click Images.
You will be presented with various formats of CirrOS tiny OS image normally used for
testing purposes in clouds.
Note: An image is a virtual machine template, which is used to create and instantiate a
new cloud virtual instance. OpenStack also supports the AMI (Amazon Machine Image)
image format used in Amazon EC2.
__12. In the Admin tab, click Users.
You will be presented with users defined in the system. The important detail here to
notice is that there are users nova and glance which indicates that administratively, the
Nova (Compute) and Glance (Image) systems are treated within different security
contexts in OpenStack and this suggests that the systems are truly separate.
__13. In the Admin tab, click Quotas.
The appeared screen shows the default quotas this OpenStack deployment can
theoretically provision for your needs. The important thing to notice here is the types of
computing quotas the system is configured for.
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Note: The RAM quota is in MB.
Now, that we have reviewed the options in the System Panel, let's create and start an
instance of virtual machine to run in a test cloud.

Part 3 - Create an instance
Creating an instance of virtual machine requires specifying an image from the list of
those available in the OpenStack image repository (Glance) and adding specific runtime
resource parameters to it using an instance flavor.
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__1. In the Project tab, click Images & Snapshots.
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You are presented with a list of images available for cloning and deploying virtual
instances. Currently, there is only one image supported by Horizon for this operation.
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Note. During the lab, you may see a Caution message at the top of the page.

You may safely ignore it.
__2. In the Actions column, click Launch.

__3. In the Launch Instance screen that pops up, set the Instance name to inst1 and
choose m1.tiny as the Flavor option.
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Notice that all the default quotas are available for the first instance creation.
__4. Click Launch.
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__5. The Horizon Admin console application, upon receiving the related HTTP request,
will go ahead and build an appropriate API request to the Compute (Nova) service to
fetch the requested image from the image repository (Glance) and schedule the creation
of an instance with parameters specified in the Flavor option.
When the instance is created, Horizon will redirect you to the /nova/instances/ URL (you
can see it in the browser URL box) and present you with the following screen:

Notice that OpenStack assigned an internal IP address (10.10.0.2, class A IP address, in
this case) on the private Ipv4 network to inst1 instance and launched the virtual machine.
Let's check how much resources we have used so far by creating this one instance. We
will attempt to create one more instance (without actually creating it) to see the
availability of resources.
__6. On the Project tab, click Images & Snapshots.
__7. In the Images screen, click Launch (as we did in previous steps to create the inst1
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instance).
In the Launch Instance screen, review the Project Quotas section at the bottom righthand corner.
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We are not going to create an instance at the moment.
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Notice that available resource quotas went down by the amount allocated to inst1. Now
we have can create 9 instances (instead of 10), the number of available virtual CPU cores
(VCPUs) decreased by one and memory went down by 512 MB (the original quota was
51200 MB).
__8. Click Cancel.
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Let' s go back to the Instances screen to get user credentials to log into inst1.
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__9. Click Instances.
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__10. In the Instances screen, click inst1.
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You are presented with the Instance Overview screen. Note the instance ID (yours will be
different from the one shown in the snapshot). This hash value is used in command-line
instance management (pausing, suspending, starting operations, etc.) of the instance.
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__11. Click the Log tab and scroll to the bottom of the Log screen.
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Horizon shows you the system output redirected from the started instance of the CirrOS
tiny operating system.

Write down the user name / password:
cirros / cubswin:)

We will now log into inst1 using these credentials.
Note that the last two characters of the cubswin:) password are a colon and closing
parenthesis.
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Part 4 - Log into the instance
To demonstrated how you can communicate with the inst1 instance, we will use the SSH
(secure shell) command-line client launched from inside the Ubuntu Lab Server where
OpenStack is deployed and configured (using the stack.sh DevStack script).
__1. Go back to the terminal window where you ran the stack.sh script.
__2. Type the following command:
ssh cirros@10.10.0.2

This command will try to establish a secure SSH connection to the inst1 (identified by
the 10.10.0.2 IPv4 address) instance you just created and log in you as cirros.
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You Lab Server SSH database of known hosts does not know about inst1, and will warn
you with the following screen (details on the screen will be different in your specific
case):
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The Lab Server SSH database of known hosts at this point is unaware of the newly
created instance and it is safe to ignore the warning message you will see and can go
ahead and trust the inst1 instance.
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TROUBLESHOOTING: If you get a host key verification failed message as shown
below, instead, then you will need to clean up the known hosts list fist. To do this, enter
the command: ssh-keygen -f "/home/wasadmin/.ssh/known_hosts" -R 10.10.0.2

and enter the ssh cirros@10.10.0.2 command again.
__3. Enter yes and press ENTER.
__4. Enter cubswin:) for password. (Note that the last two characters of the cubswin:)
password are a colon and closing parenthesis) and press ENTER.
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At this point, your will get the remote host prompt - you are logged in to inst1 as cirros.
The public certificate of inst1 is now added to the database of hosts known to your Lab
Server and you can use the remote command prompt to issue commands on inst1. We
will just confirm that cirros is, in fact, a valid user on that remote system.
__5. Type the pwd command.
You will see the home directory of the cirrus user. We confirmed that the cirros user
exists on the inst1. At this point, we will disconnect from the inst1 instance and return
back to the Lab Server terminal.
__6. Type exit.
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You are now disconnected from inst1 and the SSH connection to it is closed. Your simple
session on the inst1 instance as cirros will look as shown in the screen below:
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Keep the terminal window open, we will need it at the end of the lab. Now, go back to
your browser running Horizon. We are going to install a new Operating System image in
the OpenStack image repository and create a new instance off of it.
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Part 5 - Upload a new OS image to the Image repository
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OpenStack can run instances of virtual machines created off of different Operating
System images. Horizon supports uploading and installing of images in Glance using the
HTTP connector. The image can be in the regular ISO format; provided as compressed
image binaries (e.g. bundled as zip or tar.gz modules), Amazon Machine Image (AMI)
and other formats.
For this Lab, we will show how to serve the Ubuntu 11.10 "Oneiric Ocelot" Minimal CD
image (which was also used for creating the Lab Server) from the locally running Tomcat
Web server.
Note: The steps below are for illustration purposes and will not result in a functioning
machine image.
The Ubuntu 11.10 "Oneiric Ocelot" disk image is stored in the
/var/lib/tomcat6/webapps/ROOT/mini.iso file on your CloudLabHost's file system.

The download URL for the mini.iso disk image is
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http://<Host IP>:8088/mini.iso
(e.g. http://192.168.25.143:8088/mini.iso)

Now, let's grab that mini.iso disk image file and, using Horizon, upload and install it in
the image service repository.
__1. Switch to your browser running the Horizon Admin console.
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__2. In the Project tab, click Images & Snapshots.
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__3. In the top right-hand corner click the Create Image button.

You will be presented with the Create an Image input dialog box.
__4. For the Name, enter mini_iso
__5. For the Image Location, enter http://<Host IP>:8088/mini.iso
__6. Choose ISO – Optical Disk Image for the Format.
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The resulting page will look as follows (your image location URL will be different):

__7. Click Create Image.
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Horizon will invoke the corresponding API functions and the image installation job will
be enqueued for execution.

Note: You will see a green "Success" message box stating that the request for image
creation has been enqueued for fulfillment.
OpenStack uses the AMQP-based messaging system to handle many infrastructure
management tasks. This allows for the creation of systems built from loosely coupled
and truly interoperable modules (AMQP is a wire-level protocol) that can come from
different vendors.
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Now, that you have added a new OS image to the local repository, you can create and
start instances off of this image in the same way you did using the pre-installed cirrOS
image.
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In this lab, we will limit ourselves by just observing the creation of the new image as
reflected in the Horizon Admin console.
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We are nearing the end of this lab. Before we finish, we need to do the system clean up.
__8. Logout and close all browsers.
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__9. Go back to the terminal window you used to connect to inst1.

cd devstack
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__10. Change to the devstack folder:

__11. Enter command:
./unstack.sh

This command will tear down the DevStack environment and shut down Horizon by
stopping the Apache Web server.
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__12. Enter command:
ssh-keygen -f "/home/wasadmin/.ssh/known_hosts" -R 10.10.0.2

This command will remove the RSA key of our instance from the SSH repository for
known hosts to prevent possible host verification failures in any of subsequent labs.

You can now shutdown the Lab Server.
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__13. In the Lab Server desktop, click the cog icon in the top right-hand corner and select
Shut Down … from the drop-down menu.
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__14. Confirm the Shut Down request to close all programs and shut down the computer
(this operation, actually, takes you to the Ubuntu's login screen).

Part 6 - Review
In this lab, we reviewed the setup of the OpenStack environment and steps needed to
create and initialize an OpenStack private cloud system using DevStack scripting kit.
We looked at some of the administration facilities of the OpenStack dashboard (Horizon)
and used them to perform the following system administration tasks: create an instance
from a pre-installed OS image and upload an additional OS image to the Image
repository.
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